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Costa Blanca, Pedreguer

Imagine: a majestic finca, surrounded by vast nature and equipped with sustainable solar panels and a lush horse pasture.

This is no ordinary home; this is an opportunity to create your ultimate lifestyle!

With 5 beautiful bedrooms and 3 tasteful bathrooms, this finca offers enough space for you and your loved ones. Spread

over 3 floors, every corner reveals a new story of style and elegance.

The fully equipped kitchen is ready to fulfill your culinary dreams, while the spacious basement and storage room offer

practical solutions for storage and creativity.

What really makes this finca special is its commitment to sustainability. The existing solar panels provide you with

ecologically responsible energy, and the extensive horse pasture offers a wonderful refuge for your four-legged

companions.

Step outside and be dazzled by the beauty of the spacious garden, dotted with lush greenery and a refreshing private

pool. From the various terraces to the charming horse pasture, this is your own paradise to enjoy.

And that is not all! A fitness room takes care of your well-being and the spacious parking ensures the safety of your

vehicles.

This is not just a finca, this is a unique opportunity to realize your dream life. Grab this opportunity with both hands and

show the world that you are up for the adventure. A spacious finca, a rich plot, solar panels and a horse pasture - this

opportunity only comes along once. What are you waiting for? It's time to live the life you've always wanted!

Spacious finca for sale. Beautiful finca on a very spacious plot with solar panels and horse paddock.

5 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, toilet, 3 floors, fully fitted kitchen, spacious basement, fitness, storage room, parking, several

terraces, spacious garden and private pool.

Funkcje:
Kontrola klimatu 

Centralne ogrzewanie 

Klimatyzacja 

Cechy 

Gym 

Alarm 

Dopasowane garderoby 

Ogród 

Obszar 

Onderbouw 

Double glass 

Terrace 

Balcony 

Pool 

Automatic gate 

Heat pump 

Woodstove 

Automatic irrigation 

Outdoor shower 
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